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DEVELOPMENT OF SUBORDINATION IN JAPANESE

Motoko Hori
Kansai Gaidai University, Japan

The purpose of this paper is to see how the Japanese language developed its characteristics of
coordination to express subordinating structures. It is assumed that the expansion of society
and the complexity of human relationships promoted the change of language use.

1. Coordination
Because of the agglutinative characteristics of the language, Japanese sentences often
continue from one participial clause to another. The conjugated participial forms are ‘shi’ and
‘te/de’ which connect two or more clauses without a conjunction. See the example (1), a
popular song for children to sing while playing opening and closing their hands in turn. The
words in the parentheses are not in Japanese but added for the English gloss.

(1) Musunde          hiraite,          te  o  futte         musunde,
    ‘Close  (both  hands)   open  (them),     wave  the  hands,     close  (them),

mata hiraite,         te  o  futte,           sono  te  o  ue  ni.
    again  open  (them),    wave  the  hands,      (put)  the  hands  up.’

This  song  consists  of  the  sequence  of  acts:  first,  close  both  hands,  open  them,  wave  them,
close them, open them again, wave them, then put them up.
  A  similar  example  is  found  in  Edo  period,  with  ‘shi’ in the same coordinating
construction, as shown in (2).

(2) Sazo          mitakarooshi,          misetashi
  ‘Of course (he) wants to see (it),    (I) want to show (it to him)’

2. Subordination
Particles  are  abundant  in  Japanese  and  some  of  them  are  combined  to  express  the  relations
between the preceding clause and the following clause. They still retain the original meaning
as particles but function just like the subordinate conjunction of an adverbial clause.

2. 1. Adverbial clauses
In  (3),  the  first  line  describes  the  poet’s  (in  fact,  the  emperor’s)  mental  situation,  and  the
second line explains the reason of his worry using ‘yueni’, comparable to ‘because’ in English.
And in (4), ‘ba’ is a clear marker of condition, comparable to ‘if’ in English. Both are taken
from old poems.
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(3) Hito  mo  oshi,          hito  mo  uremeshi,
   ‘(I)  love  people,        (I)  resent  people,’

Ajikinaku yo o omou yueni,                  mono  omou  mi  wa.
  ‘Because (I) think this world is uninspiring,     (I) worry about (many things).’

(4) Tachi wakare,               Inaba no yama no mine ni ouru,
   ‘Being parted (from you),      (I) am going to Inaba (where) pine trees grow,’

Matsu toshi kikaba,                  ima  kaeri  komu.
  ’If (I) hear (you are) waiting (for me),   (I) will come back at once.’

2. 2. Adjective clauses
An adjective clause in Japanese can be separated from the modifying noun and become an
independent clause because it has no conjunctive marker. In (5), Ushi to mishi modifies yo,
but there is no relative pronoun. Because of its simple structure, this construction has drawn
little attention of Japanese grammarians. This is a part of an old poem.

(5) Ushi to mishi yo zo,                        ima  wa  koishiki.
   ‘The world (which I once) thought painful,     now (I) am longing for it.’

2. 3. Noun clauses
Modern Japanese has created at least two particles, ‘koto’ and ‘no’, to  indicate  the  end  of  a
noun clause, as shown in (6).

(6) Shinu koto/no  wa   kowaku arimasen.
   ‘To  die              (I)  am  not  afraid  of’

2. 4. Reported speech
Since most Japanese sentences do not denote the speaker/actor overtly, a reported speech is
often inseparably incorporated in the main clause. Who is the actual sayer of an utterance is
for the hearer/reader to guess from the context and from the differentiated use of honorifics.
Besides, there is not much difference in style between direct and indirect quotations.
  It must have been clear from the data above that subordination in Japanese is not yet a
well-developed structure. It is hoped to see its development in the light of change in society
reflected in people’s attitude to one another.


